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When’s the last time you really thought about suction cups? You know, those little rubber concave doodads
that you stick on your windows or refrigerators? Yes, when did you last ponder their versatility, their
determination, their outright universality? Never, right?
Nobody thinks about suction cups, except maybe ARTHUR STICKETT JR. He lives for suction cups.
He even runs a suction cup business. Suction cups are the first thing on his mind when
he wakes up in the morning, the last thing he thinks about when he goes to bed. He even dreams of those
little suckers. He’s really stuck on them!
So imagine Arthur’s surprise when, working in the lab on a revolutionary new suction cup, he gets sucked into the
vortex of the machine and lands in a whole new world STICKISTAN!
Stickistan is a place where EVERYTHING is suction cups – the houses, the chairs, the flowers.
Everywhere you look – suction cups. Even the native people, the Stickies, are
made of and attired with suction cups. This is the place Arthur has been dreaming of!
But all is not perfect in the kingdom of Stickistan, The old ruler, KING KLING, is ready to retire, and his grandson,
SAMMY, is way too young to take over the throne. Who will be the next king of Stickistan?
Waiting in the wings to seize power is the insidious DOCTOR REMORA and his luscious colleague, OCTAVIA.
If they gain control of Stickistan, all is lost!
Arthur seems like the perfect choice, but he just wants to go home to take care of his business. That is,
until he meets the lovely PRINCESS ADHERA. Hey, maybe he can stick around just a little while!
Arthur’s adventures in Stickistan with Sammy and his friends form the basis for this wacky animated series.
STICK IT! is a comic romp through a strange world where everything sucks, and that’s good!
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A TALE OF TWO CITIES
Brooklyn and Stickistan - it’s like Kansas and Oz. One place is grey, gloomy, hard as
concrete, and nobody cares about suction cups. The other is a magical, candy-colored
world, where everything is soft and rubbery, and suction cups are a way of life –
in nature, in the architecture, and even in the people.
Arthur doesn’t know which one he prefers. Brooklyn is his home town, but Stickistan is the
land of his dreams. And in Stickistan, Arthur has unexpected super powers: he can fly,
and he can stretch his arms and legs like elastic bands. Known as “Mr. Suction”,
he’s a hero to the Stickies. Who couldn’t love that?
But Arthur’s heart is still in Brooklyn, and with the help of his friend and scientific genius
Professor Lotus he shuttles back and forth from one world to another, as he
simultaneously tries to save his dad’s business and protect the people of Stickistan.
It’s exhausting and sometimes confusing – “where am I today?” – but that’s the
life of a super-hero!
Arthur’s adventures are surreal, comical, and always exciting. Stickistan may be a fantastic,
crazy world, but then again, it’s not that different from our own, is it?
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IN THE BEGINNING
It all starts when young ARTHUR STICKETT JR. takes over his dad’s business, which consists in its entirety of
suction cups. Thousands and thousands of suction cups, all shapes and sizes. His late father was known as
“King Arthur, the Suction Cup King.” Arthur wants to make the business even bigger, by introducing new colors,
character faces, giving the suction cup a little jazziness and buzz. He calls himself “Mr. Suction”, and makes TV
commercials. But he finds it’s hard to get respect for the suction cup. So often overlooked, no one realizes how
important it is.
Arthur has competition from a rival suction cup firm from Jersey, which is trying to expand into his territory.
GODFREY CUPSWORTH, a.k.a. “Mr. Cup”, considers himself the true king of suction cups, and he hopes to put
Arthur out of business and corner the cup market. The two of them become fast enemies.
Trying to boost business by conducting experiments for a new kind of suction cup in the laboratory with his associate,
PROFESSOR OTIS LOTUS, Arthur inadvertently gets his hand stuck in a suction cup injection molding machine, and
is sucked into the vortex .
Arthur finds himself in the cartoon land of Stickistan, where everything is made of suction cups. In this upside-down
land, suction cups are everywhere, and justly revered. Arthur is delighted, but finds himself odd man out, and he is
shunned by the suction people until he makes friends with SAMMY, a suction-cup kid. Sammy discovers that Arthur
has super suction powers, including the ability to stretch like an elastic man. With Sammy ‘s friends MEL, FERN and
GABE, they buy him a suction cup costume, and now Arthur fits in – although he finds it tough at first to walk on suction
cup shoes. It gets pretty sticky.
Arthur and Sammy wander through this new country, and Arthur sees many wondrous and whimsical sights – suction
cup houses, suction cup animals. He also discovers that Sammy is actually the Young Prince of Stickistan. His aged
grandfather is KING KLING, the King of the Suction Cups. King Kling is about to step down from his throne – he’s
getting old and unglued, he can’t stick it out any longer – but there’s no successor to the throne. Sammy’s too young to
take over.
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IN THE BEGINNING
(Continued)

Maybe Arthur can take over as the true King of The Suction Cups? He’s tempted, but he really has to get back to
the real world and his suction cup business. Then he meets the beautiful PRINCESS ADHERA – “Addie” for
short – and decides that maybe it wouldn’t be such a bad thing to be King after all. Besides, the suction cup people
need him; if there’s a power vacuum, the evil DOCTOR REMORA and his consort OCTAVIA, a leggy
beauty, will surely take over.
So Arthur accepts the royal call, and is ready to be crowned, when suddenly a wild card is tossed into the mix:
Godfrey Cupsworth, “MR CUP”, appears in Stickistan – sneaking into Arthur’s lab to spy on him, he got sucked into the
same portal – and he declares that he’s the rightful Suction Cup King.
King Kling, who gets confused very easily, declares that to choose the true King of the Suction Cups, there needs to be
a contest between the two. The winner gets the throne, and the princess!
Arthur is worried, but with the help of Sammy and his friends, maybe he can be the next leader of Stickistan!
And that’s just the beginning. In subsequent episodes, Arthur explores more of Stickistan, and kindles a romance
with the beautiful Addie. He learns to embrace his alter ego, MR SUCTION, a super hero who can fly and stretch to
infinite lengths. Godfrey, Mr Cup, who also has super powers and is shaped like a round ball, falls in league with evil
Doctor Remora, although you never know exactly where his allegiance is (Mr. Cup loves power, but he also loves
suction cups; he’s full of ambivalence). Mr. Suction and Mr. Cup find themselves in many contests, some trivial (sucking
down hot dogs, unclogging toilet bowls) , some serious (saving people from burning buildings, counteracting a tsunami).
In the meantime, Sammy the Young Prince matures and demonstrates heroic qualities of his ownthat suggest
maybe he’s ready to be king after all.
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ARTHUR STICKETT JR. (MR.SUCTION)
Arthur Stickett Jr. is the hero of our show, a young man totally
obsessed with suction cups. And why not? His dad, Arthur Sr.
was the founder of the biggest suction cup company on the Eastern
Seaboard: “King Arthur,” they called him, “King of the Suction Cups”.

So Arthur is a natural fit for the kingdom of Stickistan, where everything
and everyone is a complete sucker. In this alternate world, Arthur
has super powers – he can fly, and he can stretch to infinite limits.
In his super-hero alter ego, Arthur calls himself “Mr Suction”, and
dedicates himself to doing good and helping out the Stickies
wherever he can. He knows he has a battle on his hands fighting
back the designs of the evil Doctor Remora, but he feels he’s
up to thechallenge!
Arthur has lots of friends in Stickistan, including young
Sammy and his buddies Mel, Fern and Gabe. He also has
a big crush on Princess Addie, but there are many obstacles
to their romance, including the attentions of the sneaky Octavia.
Sometimes Arthur doesn’t know which way to turn!
Above all, Arthur is dedicated to reviving his dad’s business.
Even after experiencing the succulent wonders of Stickistan, his
heart still belongs to that old suction-cup factory in Brooklyn.
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GODFREY CUPSWORTH
(“MR. CUP”)
Godfrey Cupsworth is perhaps the only man on earth as
suction-cup-crazy as Arthur. He owns a suction-cup
business in Jersey, called CUP THIS, and he means to corner
the cup market by forcing Arthur out of business. No, he’s
not the nicest guy you ever met. Godfrey has a different
philosophy than Arthur –he sees suction cups as
simple and utilitarian, without the pretty
colors and smiley faces. He calls himself
“Mr. Cup”, and his squat spherical shape and
crabby face mirror his sour personality. When he
arrives unexpectedly in Stickistan, he sees a
chance to realize his personal dream as King of the
Suction Cups. Godfrey also has a super power, befitting
his roundness – he can bounce! But if he becomes king,
will he drain this whimsical country of all its color and fun?
Will he join forces with Doctor Remora to form an
alliance of evil, or will they become rivals in a power struggle?
You never know with Mr. Cup!
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KING KLING
King Kling is the venerable ruler of Stickistan, a wise and
sagacious leader. At least he used to be – now he’s a bit
absent-minded and confused. King Kling is ready to retire he can barely walk, his eyesight is going, and he’s still waiting
to get a new set of teeth from Amazon. As he says,
“Getting old sucks.” To be honest, his brains are a little
scrambled, so he sometimes makes the wrong decision, and
it’s up to his courtiers and friends to get things back on the right
track. But he loves his grandson Sammy and his niece Addie,
and he’s really a nice old guy. He’s also a fierce guardian of his
country’s legacy, and he wants to make sure he picks the right
man for his successor. But will it be Arthur or Godfrey or
somebody else? Only King Kling knows for sure, and he has
no idea.
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PRINCESS ADHERA (“ADDIE”)
Princess Adhera is Sammy’s cousin, and a favorite of
King Kling. She’s smart, sassy, and independent. Addie,
as she’s known, is beautiful, but also something of a tomboy,
and she can take care of herself. She’s not one to be
swept off her feet by anyone – even some supposed
super-hero who calls himself “Mr. Suction”.
Secretly Addie does have a thing for Arthur, and
she’s always rooting for him to succeed, but she’s not
going to let him know – just yet. Besides, she thinks
it’s high time there was a Queen of Stickistan, and it
might as well be her!
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SAMMY
Sammy is a normal average kid. He likes flying kites
and fishing and eating ice cream. But he’s also the
Young Prince of Stickistan, and someday he’ll
ascend to the throne and be King of the Suction
Cups. But he’s in no rush. Right now he enjoys
hanging out with his friends and having kid-type fun.
Sam also at the ready if there’s trouble, and he’s pretty
clever at solving problems. He befriends Arthur when
he lands in Stickistan, and shows him the ropes. Arthur
and Sammy become something of a team, especially
when fighting off the nefarious plans of Doctor Remora.
And as Sammy grows up, he becomes more mature and
responsible – he may be ready to become King sooner
than anyone thinks!
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BABY CUP
Baby Cup is the little brother of Young Prince Sammy.
An adorable toddler, the darling of the court, and cute
as a button, Baby Cup is also a holy terror who can’t
stop getting in trouble. Whenever Arthur and Sammy
get stuck watching Baby Cup, they’re really stuck,
because Baby Cup is always wandering into sticky
situations. Of course Princess Addie adores Baby
Cup, so Arthur doesn’t mind having the little guy
around to attract her attention. But whenever a
romantic moment arises, Baby Cup is sure to create
a distraction. Still, Baby Cup worships his big brother
Sammy, and he’ll do anything to help him. You just wish
he wouldn’t help so hard!
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DOCTOR REMORA
What is there to say about the nefarious Doctor Remora?
Well, he’s ruthless and power-hungry, and he wants to
take over the universe, for starters. He would love to
seize power in Stickistan, but he knows he has to bide
his time. In the meantime he sits in his mansion,
listens to classical music, sucks down exotic gourmet
foods, and, from his observatory, watches the comings
and goings of Stickistan citizens, formulating his evil plans
accordingly. He is keeping a close eye on the contest
between Arthur and Godfrey for the crown, and he sometimes
helps one or the other, whenever it’s to his own advantage.
Every day Doctor Remora hatches a new villainous plan: he’s got
a fertile brain for mayhem!
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OCTAVIA
Octavia is the consort of Doctor Remora. From the waist
up she’s a gorgeous and sexy woman – from there on
down she has the tentacled legs of an octopus, the result of
a Remora experiment gone awry. It’s nice to be leggy, but
eight of them? Octavia shares the doctor’s passion for power,
but she also secretly hopes to revenge herself on Remora for
disfiguring her shapely gams. So she tends to run hot and cold,
and be a little tough to pin down. One thing she is, though, is totally
diabolical. She has her eye on Arthur for several reasons: she
wants to defeat him if possible, butif he becomes king, she wouldn’t
mind being his queen. There are all kinds of routes to power, and
Octavia is exploring every one of them.
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ROBO-CUP
A robot creature designed by Professor Lotus
to give aid and protection to Arthur in Stickistan,
Robo-Cup is a metallic version of the Frankenstein
monster – uncommonly strong, lumbering, not-toobright. Sometimes he’s more of a liability than an
asset, especially when the evil Dr. Remora tries
to re-program him for his own wicked schemes. But in
the end, Robo-Cup always seems to save the day. Plus
he’s easy to take care of – give him a cup of oil and a snack
of nuts and bolts, and he’s happy!
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PROFESSOR OTIS LOTUS
Professor Lotus is the research and development guru for
Arthur’s business. He spends many hours coming up
with new inventions that will rocket suction cups
through the roof, if he can ever figure out how to make
them work. Easily distracted by a tunafish sandwich or
a root beer float, Professor Lotus will often cause more
trouble then he’s worth, but his heart’s in the right place.
He’s the one who inadvertently sent Arthur to Stickistan,
and when his nimble mind is needed to fix things, he
transports himself there as well, and helps Arthur out
of many a predicament.
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MEL, FERN and GABE

These guys are Sammy’s playmates, and they always seem to travel in a group. MEL is the de
facto leader of the group (the “Moe”, if you will), a somewhat nerdy intellectual type who wears
glasses and can talk ad infinitum and ad nauseum if you let him. FERN is girly but also street-smart,
in a way that goes perfectly with her honky “New Yawk” accent (think Fran Drescher). She loves
expensive clothes and fancy accessories, but she’s also fearless and always up for adventure.
Fear, on the other hand, could be GABE’s middle name: he’s nervous, skeptical, wary of everything,
not eager to participate, and often dragged along against his better judgment. He could be considered
the voice of reason if his voice weren’t so annoying. But when the chips are down, he always comes
through. While separately these three have their faults, put them together and they are a potent
combination. They’re completely devoted to Sammy, and will help out Arthur any time!
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ALIEN CUP
What’s a respectable alternate universe without a
visiting alien? That’s where Alien Cup comes in –
part E.T., part Klaatu, part goofball, Alien Cup is
studying Stickistan to bring info back to his home
planet, but the locals are also studying him.
Dr. Remora, in particular, keeps trying to use Alien Cup to
further his own plans of world domination. But Alien Cup is
too sweet and naïve to ever get mixed up with Remora.
With his wide satellite-type face Alien Cup can pick up
transmissions from his home planet, although he’s something
of a misfit back home – instead of sending the message “Come
home”, they keep telling him “Stay there!”
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DOC HE-CUP
The Stickistan Hospital boasts a sterling medical staff,
headed by Doc He-Cup, the genial, can-do healer who
can fix a ruptured suction cup in no time flat. The good Doc
is always there in times of emergency – sometimes he even
gets there before an emergency; that’s how good he is!
Doc He-Cup is someone Arthur can always turn to for
advice; he’s maybe the most level-headed guy in Stickistan
(even with his huge suction-cup pompadour), and whether
Arthur’s doing battle with Dr. Remora or having romantic t
roubles with Addie, Doc He-Cup will always steer him right.
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NURSE BEA CUP
Nurse Bea-Cup is Doc He-Cup’s right-hand girl, a cheerful,
perky, no-nonsense lady with a retro-Jetson look about her.
She runs the clinic at the hospital and takes care of the small
stuff – boo-boos and sniffles. Sammy has a big crush on her,
and always manages to get a scraped knee just so she can take
care of him. Nurse Bea-Cup, in the meantime, has her own
crush, on Doc He-Cup. She will do just about anything for
him, and she jumps to attention at the sound of his voice.
She’s really stuck on him! Sometimes Nurse Bea-Cup will
flirt with Arthur, just to make Doc jealous, but the doctor just
doesn’t seem to notice (actually he does, very much, and
he feels the same way, but it would be unprofessional to
say so). Anyway, Nurse Bea-Cup doesn’t let her frustration
get in the way of her job; she’s always trying to be the best
nurse in Stickistan – and she is!
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MR TEA CUP
Mr. Tea Cup is the owner of Stickistan’s premiere (and only)
coffee shop, the Cup & Saucer. Mr. Tea Cup is a big, gruff,
burly guy who works the counter and has an unlimited
always sucking down his specially-brewed tea, and he
makes the kind of food that sticks to your ribs.
Arthur and Sammy like to hang out at the coffee
shop; it’s a great place to find out what’s
going on. Mr. Tea Cup doesn’t like
freeloaders, though; if you come in,
you’d better be drinking tea!
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LEMON CUP & LIME CUP
These two guys are quite a pair. You’ll never find them
not arguing, but you’ll never find them not together. Like
an old married couple, they can’t agree on anything, they’re
always quarreling about something silly, but they can’t do without
each other. You’ll find Lemon and Lime working at the Cup & Saucer,
where they’re happy to squeeze a little flavor into your iced tea or
soft drink. They know everything that’s going on in Stickistan, and
Arthur will often turn to them to squeeze some information
out of them. Mr. Tea Cup doesn’t let them gab for long,
though; there’s food to season and drinks to flavor, so get
to work!
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SAMPLE EPISODES
THE ROYAL TEST OF STRENGTH - As the first test of strength, King Kling proposes a hot dog eating contest.
Whoever can suck down the most hot dogs in ten minutes will be the winner. It looks like the rotund Mr. Cup has
the clear advantage here, but when Arthur realizes he can stretch his stomach to outrageous lengths, he digs in
with confidence. He polishes off one dog after another, and pulls way ahead when suddenly – he vanishes!
Arthur finds himself back in the Brooklyn laboratory, with Professor Lotus congratulating himself for finding
Arthur and transporting him back. Arthur insists on being sent back immediately so he can win the contest.
When he returns to Stickistan, he finds himself way behind in the race. He has to scarf down the hot dogs at a
record pace. It looks like it’s going to be a photo finish, when suddenly Godfrey belches thunderously, knocking
over the judge’s stand and sending the crowd into an appalled panic. Arthur finishes the last dog, and is declared
the winner!
LAVATORY LUNACY - King Kling, in one of his foggier moments, declares that the next test of royal strength will
be to unclog the castle toilet bowls. Some of then have been backed up for years – nobody knows what’s in them.
The one with the greatest suction skills will prevail. Mr. Cup, with help from Dr. Remora, devises a secret
roto-rootering tool that fits inside his sleeve, so no one will suspect he’s cheating. Arthur tries to attack the
problem from the opposite end, by going into the Stickistan sewers and working his way through the pipes with
his elastic limbs. It’s a dirty job but somebody’s got to do it! But the best-laid plans go awry when Arthur dislodges
an alligator who’s been living in the pipes and blocking things up. The alligator goes on a rampage, and it’s up to
Arthur to save the day!
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SAMPLE EPISODES
(Continued)
JUNGLE ROT – In a Survivor-type scenario, Arthur and Godfrey are dropped into a tropical rainforest and have
to find their way back to civilization. Arthur is amazed to discover all the jungle creatures with suction cup feet –
geckos, dingbats, tree frogs. He is also shocked to find that Doctor Remora is cutting down the rainforest to
destroy the ecological system. Arthur forgets about the contest and tries to save the jungle from being deforested.
Godfrey doesn’t care, and simply tries to win the competition. But as it turns out, Arthur’s fight with Doctor Remora
helps him get off the island first, and he wins again.
TSUNAMI TSURIS - In yet another contest, Arthur and Godfrey are snorkeling and collecting various forms of
suckerfish to bring back to the Stickistan Aquarium. While they’re submerged, Doctor Remora sets off an underwater
explosive. They both ride out the shock waves safely, but the explosion sets off a huge tsunami. The tsunami is
heading right for Stickistan: Arthur rides the back of a shark to get ahead of the tsunami and save the suction cup
world.
THE BACHELORETTE – King Kling can’t choose between his two candidates for the throne, so he decides to let
Princess Addie have some input. Both Arthur and Godfrey take turns courting the Princess. Arthur should have the
inside track, but Addie is mad at him for not paying enough attention to her before, so she appears to favor Godfrey
instead. Sammy helps Arthur write a love poem, but Octavia, who wants Arthur for her own purposes, mixes up the
poems, and writes a poison-pen letter that Addie thinks is from Arthur. Addie is furious, but Sammy and his buddies
help Arthur set things right. Stil, nobody knows who Addie is going to give the rose to – maybe she’ll just keep it
for herself!
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ARTHUR BARRY
Arthur Barry has been stuck on
suctioncups for 30 years. For
25 of those years he was the
President and CEO of Presto
Galaxy Suction Cups Inc. It was
here he created, designed,
marketed and distributed over
25 million suction cups per year,
making him the King of Suction
Cups. Before that and presently,
he has been an experienced
educator who has been teaching
andworking with children for 10
years, ages 3 through high
school, including children with
special needs.
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FREDERICK STROPPEL
Frederick Stroppel is a veteran children’s
television writer, having served as the head
writer for OSWALD and WOW WOW
WUBBZY!, both for Nickelodeon. He was also
a co-story editor (with acclaimed Hunger
Games novelist Suzanne Collins) on JOJO’S
CIRCUS for Playhouse Disney. He has written
for A LITTLE CURIOUS (HBO), CLIFFORD’S
PUPPY DAYS (PBS), and MR. PIG AND
MR. DUCK (Disney) Fred is also an awardwinning playwright (Fortune’s Fools, Actor!,
The Christmas Spirit) and screenwriter
(A Brooklyn State of Mind, Glacier Bay).
He is a member of the Dramatists Guild
and the Writers Guild of America East.
.
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BILL ALGER
BILL ALGER (Artist) is a Brooklyn based
cartoonist. Clients have included Cartoon
Network, Scholastic Books, DC Comics,
Nickelodeon Magazine, Image Comics,
Disney Adventures Magazine, Reader's
Digest Books, Golden Books, Paradox
Press and zillions of others.
Bill is currently working on his breakthrough
graphic novel Homeboy.
Visit http://homeboycomics.blogspot.com/
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IN CONCLUSION...

STICK IT! is a fast-paced, laugh-out-loud animated
series with plenty of action and lots of wisecracks.
Following in the hallowed cartoon tradition of Spongebob
Squarepants and Ren and Stimpy: STICK IT! is geared
for tweens, but colorful enough to grab the younger kids
and funny enough to entertain the older folks. It’s a show
that will grip your imagination, stick to your ribs,
and keep you glued to your seat.
So step into Professor Lotus’ laboratory and get
sucked into the vortex of laughs.
Next stop, Stickistan!
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